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From the Chair
We are experiencing a very difficult
period of time in modern history.
While a small sector of society
proceeds with life as if nothing much
has changed, those people with
active or essential jobs and the rest of
us have been forced to change our
routines to protect ourselves and our
friends from exposure to COVID-19.
Panic shopping cannot be logically
explained – the limits put on social
activity are frustrating – the need to
maintain social distancing requires
concentration because it is unnatural
behaviour and the closure of cafes,
restaurants, pubs and cinemas
creates a need to find alternate,
fulfilling
ways
of
entertaining
ourselves. Restrictions prevented
even the smallest gathering of
disparate people, meaning regular
committee
meetings
were
postponed until larger groupings
were allowed.
Circumstances
resulted
in
all
programmed activities held in the
Shed ceasing for an indeterminate
period of time. However, the building
works were able to proceed and
good progress is being made,
considering the large quantity of
work most trade contractors have at
the moment. An additional toilet is
being included in the extension,
which will allow us to increase the
number of people we can invite into
the facility.
Other improvements are happening
in the township with the Council
upgrading the shelter in the southern
car park. A concrete slab, electric
barbeque and a comfortable picnic
table set have been installed.

Ian Telfer (Chairperson) 8529 2472

The Department of Environment and
Water have been working at the
north end of town for some time to
protect the area between there and
Bakers Creek, to control and minimise
the damage done by people
attempting to bash their way through
and perhaps prevent vehicles from
being bogged in the wash-away.
DEW plan to establish walking trails in
that area, which should prove to be
of great benefit to bird watchers,
allowing them access to see the
roosting areas and the bird numbers
enjoying the inland water that has
recently become a permanent
fixture.
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COVID-19 - Update

Local Events
Local events at the Shed, including Tai Chi,
Taekwondo, Pot Luck Dinners and Friday Craft
Group will resume once the Shed extension is
complete.

On June 29, South Australia moved to Step 3,
which is a simplified principle-based approach
except for some high-risk activities.
Social distancing requirements were reduced
to one person per two square metres.
However, all businesses, activities and
gatherings allowed under Step 3 were yet to
be confirmed.
Currently, travellers entering South Australia
directly from Western Australia, Northern
Territory, Queensland and Tasmania are not
required to quarantine. Travellers entering
from other states / territories are required to
quarantine for 14 days.
Subject to a public health risk assessment, from
20 July travellers entering from New South
Wales, Victoria and the Australian Capital
Territory will no longer be required to
quarantine for 14 days.
You can find all the latest Coronavirus news,
updates and advice, at:
https://www.australia.gov.au
The National Coronavirus Helpline operates 24
hours a day, seven days a week - 1800 020 080
If you are taking
social distancing
seriously but are
unsure
what
1.5m looks like, it
equates to at
least one adult
kangaroo apart.
Keep Your Distance
Infographic courtesy
of The Kangaroo
Sanctuary Alice
Springs -

For updates, please contact your activity
organiser or the TBPA Secretary, Sharon Clues
on 0422 034 043.

Sausage Sizzle
The Sausage Sizzle van will be back in business
from Saturday July 4 (and each fortnight
thereafter) in Dublin, just near the butcher
shop.
Don’t forget to maintain social distancing
whilst queueing for your snag or steak
sandwich.

Annual General Meeting
The Thompson Beach Progress Association’s
Annual General Meeting will take place on
Sunday the 9th of August at 10:00am at the
Shed, unless there is a tightening of restrictions
due to COVID-19 that would prevent this. Keep
an eye on the noticeboard J
There are a number of committee vacancies
becoming available, including the positions of
Treasurer and Secretary. Residents/ratepayers
of Thompson Beach are welcome to apply.
Information on requirements, expectations
and the nomination process can be found on
the Thompson Beach website, or you can
request a nomination pack by contacting the
Secretary on 0422 034 043 or via email:
tbpa-1@hotmail.com
If you are interested in joining the committee
and have any questions, please contact one
of the executive committee members below:
Chair:

Ian Telfer – 8529 2472

Vice-Chair:
Treasurer:
Secretary:

Jeff Thomas – 0407 976 727
Jacqui Koerner – 0400 305 588
Sharon Clues – 0422 034 043

NBN Update
https://www.facebook.com/thekangaroosanctuary

NBN Co. has advised it expects the new tower
to be ready for service by the end of July 2020.
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Individuals or groups may book a session with
a local NBN representative to run through the
process for how to connect, and tips and tricks
to optimise your internet experience. To book,
email: nbnsessions@nbn.com.au
Note: your existing phone and internet services
stay in place and nothing changes. The fixed
wireless service will be there only for those who
wish to connect, but it is not compulsory.

July 2020
cultural
heritage
preservation
conservation in South Australia.

and

Erik has been working with the Department of
Environment and Water for 43 years! He's had
a fascinating and incredibly productive
career, which you can read more about here:
https://bit.ly/2NofpsY
Congratulations Erik!

Rumour Has It…

Landscape South Australia Act

Rumours have been circulating that the main
boat ramp, opposite the end of Ruskin Road, is
going to be blocked in a similar fashion to the
northern end of the Esplanade.

On July 1, the Landscape South Australia Act
2019 replaced the Natural Resources
Management Act 2004 as the key framework
for managing the state’s land, water, pest
plants and animals, and biodiversity.

The editor has spoken with representatives
from National Parks and Wildlife and Adelaide
Plains Council and confirmed this is not true.

Tree Trimming & New Bins
Adelaide Plains Council will be pruning back
overhanging trees and roadside foliage in our
area during July.
Extra bins have also been recently placed in
car park areas at Thompson Beach by
Adelaide Plains Council. The new bins will help
deal with previous issues of garbage overflow,
particularly during the warmer months.

Community Survey

New Landscape Boards and boundaries
came into effect on that date and Thompson
Beach is no longer part of the Adelaide and Mt
Lofty NRM Region. Thompson Beach is now
part of the Northern and Yorke Landscape
Boards Region.
Further information including a map can be
found at https://landscape.sa.gov.au/
The latest Natural Resources Northern and
Yorke newsletter is available online at
https://bit.ly/2A7h1Ew

Birdlife Photography Awards

A brief summary of the community survey
results will be presented at the TBPA’s AGM on
Sunday, 9th August.
The survey was the first round of community
consultation and we look forward to
continuing the conversation once COVID-19
restrictions ease and the Shed reopens to
enable further consultation to occur.
Thank you to everyone who contributed.

Queen’s Birthday Honours
A familiar face at Thompson Beach, Adelaide
International Bird Sanctuary Senior Ranger Erik
Dahl, was recognised in the Queen’s Birthday
Honours List this year.
Erik was awarded a Public Service Medal for
outstanding public service to natural and

The BirdLife Australia Photography Awards are
back for 2020, with entries closing on Monday
August 3rd.
If you have a photo you think is a winner - don’t
forget to submit before it’s too late!
There are fantastic prizes up for grabs thanks to
Lake Cowal Foundation and principal sponsor
Nikon Australia.
More information on entry fees, categories
and prizes is available on the website.
https://www.birdlifephotoaward.org.au/
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Eastern Curlews at The Crossing

Stay Smart Online

A pair of Eastern Curlews were sighted near
“the crossing” (past the northern end of The
Esplanade) on the 28th of June. According to
Birdlife Australia, the Eastern Curlew is the
largest of all
the world's
migratory
shorebirds.
Listed as a
vulnerable
species in
SA
and
critically

Stay Smart Online provides simple, easy to
understand advice on how to protect yourself
online, as well as up-to-date information on
the latest online threats and how to respond.

endangered at a Federal level, it breeds in
Russia and north-eastern China. Around threequarters of the world's Eastern Curlews winter
in Australia.
You can learn more about the Eastern Curlew
here: https://bit.ly/3dDuTEo

Mums & Bubs Group
One of our local mums would like to know if
anyone with young children or babies is
interested in a mums and bubs group, with
social interaction, play dates, catch ups,
coffee and cake or just a chat.
If you are interested please contact Jasmine
Richards on 0433 394 459 or via the Thompson
Beach Facebook group.

Road Safety
Speaking of Mums & Bubs, there are quite a
few new families in the area.
Drivers, please be aware there are young
children who may not be familiar with road
safety, so please keep an eye on your speed
in the township.
Also, walkers and cyclists, as you enter the Tjunction at the corner of Ruskin Road and The
Esplanade, please make sure you look and
listen for oncoming traffic before turning the
corner. There have been a couple of horrific
near misses.

The Stay Smart Online website can be found
at: https://www.staysmartonline.gov.au/
My Guide is a short
guide
to
help
individuals put in place
some good online
security habits and to
help you stay smart
online so you can
avoid falling victim to
scammers.
You can download a
copy of My Guide
from https://bit.ly/2YzEV54
You can also register for the Alert Service from
the Australian Cyber Security Centre (ACSC)
at https://bit.ly/3idOWMU
or follow the Stay Smart Online Facebook
page at: https://bit.ly/3gjsHUn
To further assist with online safety, our local
Neighbourhood Watch coordinator, Des Quin,
has provided a handy guide on Identity Theft
on page 9.
For anyone interested in joining the local
Neighbourhood
Watch
Group,
please
contact Des on 0418 831 983.
More information on Neighbourhood Watch
can be found on their website:
https://www.police.sa.gov.au/nhw
or via their Facebook pagehttps://www.facebook.com/Neighbourhood
WatchSA/

Remember, the speed limit in town is 40kph.
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Planting Day
With COVID-19 restrictions easing, it’s great to
see community activities involving care of the
Park starting up again. One such event was a
planting day at Thompson Beach on Sunday
June 21.
Revegetation work was carried out at the
southern end of what is now the Northern
Walking Trail. This is part of a larger project to
help better protect and rehabilitate the area
after years of damage through vehicle use;
while still enabling pedestrian activity.
The weather wasn't the best but the rain held
off for most of the 5 hours or so of activity; with
only one brief shower. Approximately 20
people gave up a big chunk of their Sunday to
pitch in.
The day's effort saw around 600 native plants
planted over a 300-metre section of the track
and adjacent areas.
Thanks to all those who joined in - it was
fantastic to see a few Thompson Beach locals
involved, and a special shout out to Friends of
Adelaide International Bird Sanctuary (FAIBS)
members for their solid turnout. FAIBS does so
much work throughout the Park and we're very
lucky to have such an active group helping
take care of it.
A big thanks also to Coastal Conversation
Officer Warrick Barnes who organised and
supervised the planting day - and certainly got
his hands dirty during the event!
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What’s in a Street Name
In this edition we feature Plover Avenue.
Plover Avenue - The most common type of
plover at Thompson Beach is the tiny Red
Capped Plover, often seen racing along the
foreshore just ahead of you as you walk along
the beach.
While common, its habitat is under threat from
human activity such as beach traffic including
quad bikes, motorbikes and 4WD’s. Our region
is also host to Grey, Golden, Large Sand,
Oriental and Mongolian Plovers.

Copyright. Photo by Emma Micklethwaite
Red Capped Plover

(Ed. note: this section has been corrected - it
previously stated Hooded Plover frequented
Thompson Beach, which was incorrect. Thanks
to DEW for pointing this out).
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Know your neighbours, naturally!
The Banded Stilt – the Bird on the Logo
Apart from its fabulous sunsets, Thompson
Beach is one of the best natural places in Gulf
St Vincent to look for shorebirds.
With the onset of winter, the large flocks of
migratory shorebirds have left Thompson
Beach on their long-haul flights. They will fly
thousands of kilometres to the Yellow Sea and
as the snow thaws, beyond to the Arctic.
Some of these migrants stay over, often
younger one or two-year-old birds.
There are a number of shorebirds that live and
breed on our beaches year-round, or hang
about waiting for changes elsewhere. The bird
on the Thompson Beach Progress Association
logo, the Banded Stilt, does not migrate
overseas. However, they still clock up frequent
flyer points as they travel around Australia.
The bird’s scientific name Cladorhynchus
leucocephalus comes from ancient Greek:
“twig bill” (klados + rhynchos) “white head”
(leukos + kephale). Their stilt-like legs help them
wade in shallow water to feed, but unlike
many “waders” they are comfortable
swimming duck-like on the water.
Their chestnut breast and belly band, which
gives them their common name, may be as
variable as their nesting sites. It was thought, as
with many birds’ plumage, that this was a sign
a bird was old enough to breed. But there
seems to be a lot of
variation in the
bands,
which
you can readily
observe in the
Thompson
Beach flocks. It
seems it may
come and go,
and
un-banded
birds have been seen
nesting.
Banded Stilt (with no band) swimming
at St Kilda. Photo: Tony Flaherty

The similar looking Pied or Black-winged Stilt,
which you can also see at Thompson Beach,
has a patch of black on the back of its neck
and never sports a chestnut waistcoat.
Banded Stilts have an uncanny knack for
following the rain, and knowing when the
desert lakes are full. Although normally a

Banded Stilt showing the variation in their band.
Photo: Tony Flaherty

coastal bird, when the desert salt lakes flood,
these birds flock there in their thousands to
breed. These rain events are very irregular, and
Banded Stilts may not breed every year.
The birds have a taste for Australian Brine
Shrimp Parartemia, which boom in the flooded
lakes. This “brine shrimp soup” provides an
abundant food source for breeding birds and
chicks. This is the incentive for their nomadic
lifestyle. Australian Pelicans may also take
advantage of flooded inland lakes for
breeding.
The success of these infrequent but huge
Banded Stilt nesting events may be
devastated by Silver Gulls, which hone in on
the lakes and prey on large numbers of chicks
and eggs. If the lakes dry out too early, stilt may
abandon their eggs and young.
Much of what we know about this bird and its
travels has come from the work of Dr Reece
Pedlar as part of his doctorate on the species.
Reece and other researchers have spent years
unravelling the stilt’s movements and life
7
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by

When they are not trying to find a flooded salt
lake, one of the best spots to see Banded Stilt
at Thompson Beach is the mudflat near the
mangrove patch at Petrel Crescent.
Stilt also like built salt fields, such as Price and
Dry Creek, but do not breed in the salt ponds.
The Saint Kilda salt ponds and tidal flat in front
of the township are another good location for
watching Banded Stilt.

So, keep an eye out for flocks of banded and
not so banded stilts, but be prepared for them
to vanish when the rains come. Be good
neighbours, and share our shores with our local
wildlife.
Dr Pedlar’s Deakin University doctoral thesis on
Banded Stilt movement and breeding ecology
in arid Australia (available online at
http://dro.deakin.edu.au/eserv/DU:30111098/
pedler-bandedstilt-2018.pdf)
contains
a
wealth of information about stilt and there are
also a number of readily searchable news
articles based on his work.

Banded Stilt feeding at Thompson Beach. Photo: Tony Flaherty

Editor’s Note:
The editors would like to thank Birdlife Australia for content used in this newsletter.
"

Shorebirds via email:
To receive your copy of the Shorebirds Bulletin via email, please send your name and email address
to tbpa-1@hotmail.com or complete the form below and return it to TBPA – Box 148, Dublin SA 5501
The Shorebirds Bulletin may also be accessed via the Thompson Beach Progress Association’s
website: https://www.thompsonbeach.sa.au/
NAME:
EMAIL:
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Identity Theft

In light of the COVID-19 scams currently circulating, it is timely to address the issue of identity theft and how you
can prevent yours from being stolen.
Your identity is one of the most valuable things you have.
Identity theft is a type of fraud that involves a person stealing your name for the purpose of obtaining money,
goods, services or other benefits.
If your identity is misused a person may access your money and accumulate large debts in your name, which will
affect your credit rating.
To reduce your chances of becoming a victim of identity theft, please consider the following crime
prevention tips:


Secure your letter box with a lock and empty it on a daily basis. Arrange collection of your mail by a trusted
person when on holidays. If you move, remember to re-direct your mail promptly.



Protect your personal documents at all times. Never throw personal documents in the bin – destroy them
using a shredder or a similar method.



Limit the amount of personal information you publish on social media and online.



Ensure your computers and mobile phones are protected with regularly updated anti-virus software. Avoid
using public computers for personal activities like online banking and shopping.



Never give your personal details to an unsolicited person.



Always check your receipt and credit card statements carefully for discrepancies. If you discover
unauthorised transactions, contact your financial institution immediately.



Make enquiries on the arrival of unexpected credit cards or bills for goods and services you did not order.

To report a scam or for further information visit www.cyber.gov.au
SA Police is committed to working with the community to prevent crime and reduce the fear of crime. To access
our full range of crime prevention posters, fact sheets and booklets (including Scams and Cybercrime and Internet
Safety and Security) please visit: www.police.sa.gov.au/safety-and-security-tips
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Rainbow Bee-eater
Merops ornatus

Length 22-25 cm from tip of beak to tip of tailstreamers
Wingspan 31-34 cm
Weight 26-30 g

Image © Terry Evans

This beautiful, colourful bird
has two long feather-shafts
extending from its tail. After
catching a bee or wasp, the
rainbow bee-eater will rub it
against a branch to remove the
sting before eating the insect.
They are summer migrants to
southern Australia.
birdlife.org.au

birds are in our nature

AUSTRALIA
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Galah

Cacatua roseicapilla
Length 35 cm from tip of beak to tip of tail
Wingspan 75 cm
Weight 330 g

Image © Janet Hand

birds are in our nature

Galahs are seen in large groups, pairs or
on their own in towns, paddocks or the
bush. They feed mostly on the ground
gathering seeds from grasses and other
plants, with the odd grub for protein.
Galahs like to play, hanging upside down
from perches and sliding down railings.
birdlife.org.au

AUSTRALIA
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Sponsors and Supporters
Thompson Beach Progress Association would like to acknowledge and thank their sponsors for
their continued support.

THOMMO’S DRINKING WATER
PH: 0438 131 677

Justice of the Peace
We have our own JP at the beach – Mr Des Quin.
You can reach Des on 0418 831 983.

- JEFF Deliveries to Dublin, Parham,
Webb Beach, Two Wells, Thompson
Beach and Middle Beach

Adelaide Plains Council offers a free JP services at
the Two Wells Library on Saturday between 9am
and 11am. Phone: 8527 0200

Trailer Hire
The Thompson Beach Progress Association’s trailer
is available for hire for any resident of Thompson
Beach.
Cost: $25 per day with a $50 refundable deposit.
Seniors Rates - $20 per day
Ph: 0456 255 379

ADVERTISING/SUBMISSIONS
If you are interested in
advertising in the Shorebirds
Bulletin or have content you
wish to submit for
consideration in future
editions, please get in touch.
tbpa-1@hotmail.com

or m: 0456 255 379

This newsletter is kindly printed by the Office of Senator Alex Gallacher.

Senator Alex Gallacher | Labor Senator for South Australia
Office: 265 Churchill Road, Prospect SA 5082 Phone: 08 8269 6022
Email: senator.gallacher@aph.gov.au
facebook.com/SenatorAlexGallacher
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